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Portraits

1

Portrait, Contained
Look how she turns away, and becomes
the only one you look to. Profile edged
against itself, breaking in the air
around her face— the distance
between is painted then framed
and framed again. Beside a tree,
below her own arms, rounded
in a dress too large about her hips.
Inside the camera she cannot speak
to anyone, cannot even trace
the weak delay of sun moving over her,
unbroken—she, too, is fine—you see now
it was your mistake, her hands work
to hold each other. The things she says
into her arms are what concern you,
the light coming from behind
is what concerns you. In easing lens
over fields, she is the darkest place
in all this white air, another country
failing at the boundary.

2

Portrait, Collapse
It happens that the less you know
the better, of one person
cultivating despair in another.
It is a tender thing, the first pale shoots,
white from so much darkness.
They simply came apart, everyone
could see it happening, they came unstuffed,
unglued, they cracked and slid apart
like continents, and it is not always so beautiful.
For years they held it in their chests,
so small and bitter a thing,
a teabag or an open mouth, something
that needs accompaniment,
an entire ocean, to be fully felt.
And to be a witness, an accomplice,
to ride in the backseat
and to look out the window—
this may not be forgivable.
The window, large enough
to let the evening in, to concentrate
the unfurling of the hills and grass
into a single thing.

3

Portrait, Evening
Perhaps you are too late
for the archer—there is no one
in his field today.
This empty expanse is purposed
as a monument
of days lived, the moment
your eye catches
the red and white plane, meaning
there are fires
in the mountains, along
the bitterroot river and it is
evening, and the divisions
couldn't be more plain, whole
forests dissected by shadow,
weak light, this wild
place. Inside the room are materials
for building the afternoon, sun
slides over buildings and fences,
the very same fences that keep us
day to day. Your perfect sight
had never meant so much
as when the sky opened and lit
the whole room white.
Some days the language
is far away, it lives
in the brown warmth between
two slow-growing jumpers,
the expanse between two hands
together. Once, the valley
like a woman, opened itself
to this heat,
this particular longing
that is the end of some
beautiful summer thing.
4

a building storm
is left, ash from fire,
an afterthought, the way
your left hand curls above
the sheet in sleep. Once,
this story ended in the middle
and half was all we had
to memorize.

Portrait, Elegy
Perhaps the unease of summer
comes from the empty air, the snow
does not hold perfectly still
beneath streetlights, the rain
glazed fence slats are not
the pale spine we live inside—
this perpetual lull of dry air,
it is only our days
moving vertical and cool.
Martha calls boys
from the reservation
to shake down apples
and pears from her trees
for their mothers to sweeten
and seal into jars. With such
haze, we cannot tell morning
from evening and only the air
in August feels the same
as the month your father
always dies on the sixth floor
of the hospital, new days
coming only from the thick glass
of that window, where the flowers
people bring grow green
and large while he breathes
into some other world.
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Portrait, Border
From September
the sky only darkens.
I burn sticks of driftwood at evening
despite the similarities I find,
the smooth grooves
that hold perfectly my thumb,
my palm.
You arrive late from town
with a trunk full of lanterns.
Nothing more can be done.
You make spaghetti.
I sit in a lawn chair
with a tall green glass
watching boats of soldiers
ease dark over swells.
There it goes you say
and I imagine
you speak to the boiling water.
It could happen
that I cross the porch and notice seagulls
nested in the sand—
their distance connecting
like traced constellations.
It could happen
that I cross the kitchen towards you
and ships in the distance
grow still.
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Portrait, Dream
I am sure it was the last day of summer
your mother made bread in the kitchen
all day, the last of the sun wanning
the dough to rising, and turned the same
Joni Mitchell record over and over
'all the birds are leaving' just months
before your father disappeared
into the desert, and all you knew of him
were the pictures that he sent you:
this is your Aunt Alice, this is a bougainvillea
in my backyard, but that day
you fell asleep on the living room floor
and dreamed of the long dirt road
from the highway to your house
and of the way it would feel
for him to carry your sleeping body
all the way, say the car broke down
and you were tired, say there was
no other way to go about it, and
he lifted you and brought you home.
This was one of those first dreams,
a child's second life, the beginning
of the way the world looks forever
and you remember it suddenly
out of context, half drunk
with people you don't know
well enough to try and explain—
but someone says
this is the last day of summer
and you believe them that it is.
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Portrait, Town
Old car, flashlights, a cord to something left
surround the weakened garage—
the cats move in, and there's nothing
you can do after that. Pretend this is not
what matters, your survival, like the cats' precariously
dependent on a mild winter.
You're making a quilt because it is still
to warm to really need one, and the patches
blur together like scenery beneath your hands.
In the end of summer, nothing
moves, the languor of the hammock
is almost threatening. Pretend this is not
what matters to you, the last green
faded from the hillside, the last
of the river, pooled, scarcely moving, and you
frightened by the radio, words from across the ocean
and there is not even a single boy you know
over there.
Mid summer and still nothing
in the creekbeds, the firepits, not even
the hum of July heat
where you kicked your shoes into the dust
where you opened the door of your trailer each night
expecting someone—and still nothing beneath
the summer-light sky,
pine skeletons at evening
and pale thirsty stars.
Take care, take the backway,
logging roads to secret clearcuts
where the boys from town come
to target shoot,
get laid, or drink
all night by themselves.
9

Mid summer and still restless,
Each night you open the door
expecting an explosion, '
expecting a friend
from years ago, or even rain
would feel as good.
The town empties and lies open,
the only people in the grocery store are children
the only people in the bars are old.
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Portrait, Closing
Live here for the miles
of white beyond each word,
sparse treeline's limber stretch
cupping sky The fingers, those
building up of clouds—the call
of birds dumbed to murmur
this time of day, barstools
facing every angle.
Fingertips and all
precision swept neatly
from the edge's room,
an empty linger before
locking up the door.
Looking for the perfect shape
of unclaimed space to settle into.
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Portrait, Removal
When we first emptied the house
we saved so little.
Now the owner, you father, won't returnand this reverence is floating us through our work
I tell you: what if the poem starts herethis could be the beginning of our lives.
I say this to the empty bed sheets,
to the quiet footprints.
Eveiything you touch is yours now,
an unexpected gathering on the living room floor.
We're through becoming anything different—
you drop raw eggs, one by one, into the sink.
It's good to know which things will break
which things to pack in newspaper.
As usual you forget to close the curtains
and I say leave them wide.
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Portrait, Snow
For weeks, every house on stilts,
looked abandoned and ready to walk
into the sea. At night, the smokestacks
sent purple plumes across the city,
the empty factory,
humming out its state of loneliness.
Downtown were broken windows
with beautiful things behind them—
the splinters of a barn, still red,
strategically placed quill pens.
For weeks, the sky gave back
only the reflection of our living,
the hours of tree-light
in the evenings, in the fall...
the stillness stretched into something new,
and suddenly, the snow.

13

Green Life

14

Green Life
The valley stays cold
all morning. We are eager
for the first catch of engine hum,
echo of high heals
on the pavement
announcing pace,
proximity. The cooled ground
shrinks from our touch.
We've been watching closely—
this yellowing here, this bending
blade of grass. These days
we discover why every story
comes to the same conclusion,
as we transplant the palest
sprouted seedlings into larger bowls
of soil. This one can live
without ground, it feeds instead
on air. There are ways to build
that we might live the say way.
The river flowing through our basement,
our walls made of wheat, a tree
grows from a slender silver vase.
If we stretch the morning past
the dust of wood floors, past the worry
of rigid ceiling—this day will warm
again, see the sunlight creeps from lilac
tips into our yard. There is a story
of this land made young again—
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the even ground pooling
into lakes, and we, those born
from water, follow each retreat
with diligence. And, really, the seasons
are all we can be faithful to, our land
reflects only passage.

16

We Understand this Brightness
like the crackling of bedclothes
in the dark—a light
cut to fit our own movement.
This snow is not the tired kind.
It gathers into water
while we are not looking,
while you are twisting a wet teabag
around your spoon.
Your hands, too
make shapes of the darkness—
naked branches
grow from your jewelry.
We know there are tracings of light
the way we palm the wall for the switch,
watch the covered window
for streaks of morning.
I know something of the delay
between your reaching
(a quiet teacup alone on the counter)
and the journey from sun
to each other.
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House
I.
The young trees release to fall first,
we see them golden, hurried to the tips
by bright days and the deeper cold
waiting below, reclaiming roots, foundations
of the darkened city.
What we know of this—
nights spent tight against
the feel of you in the next room
reading with the light on
or changing the rotted wood
lining the doorway, transformed
to something stronger
and left without paintwhich is the way we enter
the world, unmatched
attempting drastic moves from north to south
and back again to our first language
round in our mouths, resonant.
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n.
At first we lived
at the top of a glacier
and learned to speak the word for glacier
which is also the word for ceiling.
There were days of bright sun
strange lights from the north, we took
to mean impermanence.
We carried it with us,
and miles gave way
to another summer, another
break of river demanding
choice, direction.
These were our notes along the margins
of our maps. These were the encroachments
we cannot take back.
The vase in the window
thinned into a silhouette each evening
and we recognized the view
only because it lay
beyond the window frame.

19

in.
The time is too late,
yet there is a greening
to the hillside,
we watch the spread
and congratulate ourselves.
This may not be what you want
to hear. We're on a course
of possibility, your twisted
ankle, my failing memory, and there
is one room left for you to fill.
We pack the ground with what
we are willing to invest, cleared
the dirt for hyacinth root
(all you needed) and a group
of blue coneflower—that leanest
of desert flower.
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Blueprints
You bend whip-like over the ground,
watching the lawn dry to patches, pull
away from earth. We look
closely now; red insects form a line
like beads on a necklace, husk
of thistle leans hollow
against the gate. Repairs
must be made, around
the windows I see bright cold,
the way it creeps in, mouthing
the floor and cupboard creak.
To have learned so little
of our own cooling,
is what stuns us
from conversation, and
I am waiting for something more
on the wide arm of tree,
my finger tips perfectly aligned
in the valleys and ridges
of rough bark.
For years we kept
this place— constructed
pillowcase, curved awning,
felt our way into the shape
of living between alley
and streetlight. A tree
grew through the fence
and we let it. We were there
so it could remain.
I am telling you this
in the moment left
before winter, the patio
bricks lean in together,
21

and had I told you this again,
it would be too late, too
removed from the clearing
that must be done, to ensure
a mild winter. I am afraid
for all of us. Down the street
is the line where we end
and the mountain begins.
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First Home, Remainder
You mine these ruins for proof
of what you've given of yourself
to place—your voice at 16
(the weakened heat of sunlight diffused
through glass) abandoned now and living
between the sage 8 miles
north of Flagstaff. Your sexual
confusion (the shape and weight
of a white vinyl pump) washed
to the shore of the Gila River
in a tangle of salty willow leaves.
This body you have lived in,
has come divided
through the desert.
For weeks,
you dreamed of the myths,
red mouth wide on chest, on
water another spring ripped
from the yawn of thawing
earth the ground opening itself
with each river, like a lover
spread wide —what violence
we create in waking, what severance
between your mind and mind.
You could have never
known the world, known those
pieces of dream or instinct
shuffled through as artifacts
so far removed (you only guess
at their last life). Lines across
your hand trace through the morning,
the first in which you found
the world changed, yourself
23

changed in it—-you see
none of this even needs you.
The corners end in islands
of grass, boundaries paved
over without record.
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Before The War
You work on the washing machine again
while I hang our wet clothes across the house
on lines fastened from bedroom doorknob to
window frame. There are no lights on, it's evening
and I watch you fade into the hallway These words
from the radio lay quietly on the floor, they come
more and more these days, as our sleep comes
empty each night, the curtains left open again,
forgotten. These hours of night, there are words
we speak then put away like some house
we built and left without walls. Each evening
planes fly low overhead, silvering the sky into
a separation of the days we count—this day, too
has been erased from the wall. We come
to each day as bravely as if this evening
were our last, and yet we woke again
unfamiliar in our clothes, uneasy in this house
of light and doorway. I repeat your words
to you don't say arrival, or any other word
that means it, don't ask how far I've gone to
keep here with you. This region of our house
means sheltered boundary, means nothing can come
this far inland where we harbor our bodies again
as if still children. There will be evenings
with blinds pulled, our voices quieted, evenings
we eat together beside the radio, its words
revealing the darkness just beyond. Again
I'll reach for you in sleep, my hands too
late to translate what it is I see that comes
denying end of day, that moves from our house
across the river and interstate to houses
unlike ones we've ever seen, lit with evening
and the light of other worlds. Oh, come
away from there bound in something words
can fill, something to keep this land we came to
and hold as if it were the only way to live again.
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The days come stifled now, evenings
blur against the neighbors' houses, and again
I'm asking you to come back. I'm asking you.

26

Myths

27

Apollo and Daphne: A Story Problem
Years later, he decided the problem came
from seeking one particular thing, and
through that single-mindedness, encountered
a entire field of regrets. He laid them out
lovingly, mapping point A) the curve
of neck to jaw to B) the space between
two bodies of movement.
What did it matter if she wanted him—
it was in her best interest to become
something new. Call it survival.
Call it a need to lie still, but to do so
alone and in disguise. What more
can you do when you cannot distinguish
the light between objects, from the light
of other worlds?
Do not believe he could loose such
desire so quickly, she was (afterall)
the first of those regrets, the unknown
= the desired. It was the way she
dried her body after swimming,
(that precarious contingency)
that he based all future plans around—
if her thighs are naked, then x
theny.
She worked her equations from the top
down, like pyramids. If she rode
for a ways on the handlebars of his
bicycle, then x, then y, then x, then y...
In the end, they would lie down
together and spell words on each other's
backs. She would tell it: A) Parts of
him still move beneath my skin. He
would answer: B) the chase scene
drawing to an end.

28

The Messenger
From the doorway
the black-haired woman's grief
is startling. It carves deep
grooves in the walls.
Between shudders
the clock in the hallway
ticks loudly, sharpened
by the silence left between.
Outside the ocean is rising
into thick green air.
The yellow-cheeked fish
scramble for the deepest pools,
and the woman is led to a chair.
The children at the window
have never seen anything like this.
They dream loss is like being chased,
a red streak before the dark of water.
They watch in silence
and fog the window with their breath.
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Swimming at Oppenheimer Beach
Even here we sense the larger body,
heavy breath of ocean dries salt
along the arch of shoulder,
curve of jaw. We are tender
to this place. It is indecent
the way we spread our bodies
into sand, our skin fades whiter
in such sun. We imagine
that radiance of sky as it was felt
halfway across the world,
from here. Suspended
in the ocean, we are not so much
a part of our shadows—shivering blue
like fish along the ocean floor.
Without ground, we are in the body
of explosion, and still the ocean spreads
smoothly Your waving arms
the only movement for miles.
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The Pregnancy
There were sirens every day
Spring smoothed out
into summer, shadowing
the details of early shoots, rim
of ice on the horse trough
each morning— in valleys
like these, an echo can last hours.
The other surprise was the birds
arriving all at once. One night
the trees were empty, then suddenly
on every branch—shadow of magpie
against the shed at evening, robin
between fence slats before dark.
What more could be done?
You'd already tied strips of tin
around the garden, coated
the fence poles with thick paint.
Each day we spent in the garden
there were sirens. You pulled carrots
and dill, I cleared weeds from around
the apple tree, and remembered winter—
when you were still a possibility.
The changes came easily,
sudden spots on the leaves,
the dry humming of air fanned out
across our bed each night as we lay
quiet and awake for hours.
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Letter to Eve
If your land could become separate
from its boundary—an ocean without shore,
then this fall I could feel like you:
as if each decision carried such consequence
that even the ground would be forced
to rewrite itself. There is evidence everywhere
I look. In the trees the empty limbs map
their own decline and the stream turns
opaque and slows. In the picture book
you are blond and you are suffering
as you walk from lush jungle
into prairie. The air around you
is white, unpainted by whoever
it was who dreamed you this way.
Say you were not beautiful, or the day
was lovely as you walked into the world.
You left, and it must have been fall
outside, that unnerving contrast
between bold sky and fading ground, and you,
the thing that walked the seam between the two.

32

First Death
Last summer the change was noticeable,
eveiywhere you went, seedlings—
some in the most unlikely places.
This cannot be all you said, and at first I didn't believe you.
The river will go under
ground, and we will all go under
ground, you said, and I remembered
eveiy indecision.
My first funeral I only went in the church
to use the bathroom— it was the first
warm day and I stayed outside
pulling dandelions in my white dress.
There is another way to tell this—
I was there when your wife learned you had died.
The river stopped and the trees grew backwards,
your warm breath was like something
rising from the ground—another bulb I planted last fall
and forgot. It's what you must
be willing to do.
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Euridice At the Window
It worries you—that he may not recall your form,
the long draw of your cheek, the smell of lilies—
death fresh enough to ripen against dust.
The only chance you had hovering like smoke
in the balcony—your steps behind him,
following him up. In your last life
you wore a red scarf and ballet slippers,
took naps through the hottest part of the day.
In the dark, your nightblindness was what led
you here in the first place, hesitant steps, a hand
along the wall, waiting for him. Now,
through the window you smell orange blossoms
and burning mesquite, your shadow—that
untrue twin, waiting beside you, thighs beside
thighs. He had scraped his leg
along the stucco sill crawling through your window.
The dust of him could stay for years,
gently bowled in the hollows of the wall.

34

Ocean
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Look how the fish mistake our
bodies for their own—our
shadows across the reef enact
the fading light of day. Blueheaded wrasp sends his yellow
harem to bed, parrotfish spin
cuckoons. We move as though
asleep. This blend of air we call
cradle, this current sway and out
again over the reef—we hang
without touch or sound.

There is a formula we rely on to know
our place in this. We live our days on
absence, and as the perimeter of
world moves in—we know we've
gone missing. Our location is the
breath of current against arms and
face, is watching outline dissolve into
the careful seam above, where water
skims air. We breath this way as
well, pull and rush, we count the
distance from seafloor to ourselves.
Triangles of sea appear between our
spread fingers,
and this, like a
photograph in my memory is smooth
and blank white on the back.
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That life remains long after we return to
land—it is living now, as we sit uneasy for
breakfast, lean back against the seats. The
water you breathe out into the air returns to
lung, perhaps to the very same ocean, three
thousand miles away. There we say Baja, an
island still living off the mainland, we say
this life is the same as ours, strange only
because of the language we use to
understand. In the restaurant bathroom I fill
the sink and wash my face, then my hands. I
hold my hands below the water, counting, as
you pay the check, walk out to start the car.

38

We know this need we have for ocean, is the
same as the desire to feel the edge of
things—to know cold curve of table leg, fluid
sharpness of mirror—this absolute oceanseam
we move into. With the hours we spend
stretching ourselves toward those lines we call
distress, the negatives black from white
shadowbranch reaching through window,
tracing its profile onto wrists and
shoulders—our borders without gates—and
this, too, is not without some predetermined
dimension, the limit is something we can lay a
palm against.
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For every shore—we see a corresponding
island, these spaces grafted together like
constellations. Their lovely names call of the
mourning, the shuffling off of each day lived
wrong. Powerlines use grace and borrowed
air to cross the country, and we face the
languid stretch of afternoon—above the elms,
the absolute stillness. Strangled clouds turn
over to reveal the pale veins beneath. I've
never really looked at your hands, measured
scars, or asked if you play the piano but can I
tell you I think of them.

40

In their fins, the remnants, bones that match
our own. The whales, you tell me, left land
in pairs, abandoned their arms and hands,
language, for the sea. I cannot fathom the
breaking of self needed to live on such little
air, to live on memory of sky In travel,
miles move past differently below, speech
breaks in such quiet darkness. I know this:
for years I've kept your hands like a respect
for the dead, our common births, like
paperweights holding nothing down.
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Within the homeward pull of ocean currents,
I sense their weight, like tides, a thing unclaimable, and these migrations, distances
pulled taut like yarn across fingers, are space
explained through lines. We keep maps
dissected with our routes, lines so permanent
for all their thin stretching. This season the
whales move on, their heavy blindness,
nothing beneath water—voices softened,
sonar through ocean, through fragile strand of
telephone line, I've become sensitive to this
underpull. From this, we learn to believe
these miles unraveled as something we, too,
own a part of.

42

Between the upturned tangled branches
of the dying box elm—separate carvings
of white sky drawn blue with daylight.
From below, each cold shard, rewritten
by tilting my eyes—they collect each
other, they diminish. Tonight, Saturn
follows the arc of moon, vivid rise over
mountain, to deep exhale with morning,
smoke lingering on to the west. Imagine
night in a place with three dozen moons,
our bodies, given over to planetary needs,
dictated by so many tides—and without
seas, we are what rises and falls, barren
but for the swells.
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